The simplest interpolation formula for a function of co variables x, y, ---, zis the multiple Gregory-Newton formula, which approximates the function by a polynomial in p, q, • • • , r of total degree n, namely, points forming a solid tetrahedron, vertex at (x, y, z).
The purpose of the present note is to show that when (1) is expressed in the simpler form 
\n -s -t ---• -u/ \ s / \ t / \u/
partial differences, which represents a very convenient simplification in the use of the multiple Gregory-Newton formula.
To prove 1 (3) consider the function
where Si, h, • • • , U\ are any set of non-negative integers whose sum is not greater than n. This function is a polynomial in x, y, • • • , z of total degree n and (2) 
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